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Disclaimer

This report was prepared as an account of
work sponsored by an agency of the United
States Government.  Neither the United
States nor any agency thereof, nor any of
their employees, makes any warranty,
express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not
infringe privately owned rights.  Reference
herein to any specific commercial product,
process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not
necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring
by the United States Government or any
agency thereof.  The views and opinions of
authors expressed herein do not necessarily
state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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ABSTRACT

This project is designed to develop engineering and modeling tools for a family of
NOx control technologies utilizing biomass as a reburning fuel. The fifth reporting period
(October 1 – December 31) included modeling of the Advanced Reburning (AR) process
while firing biomass.

Modeling of Advanced Biomass Reburning included AR-Lean, AR-Rich, and
reburning + SNCR. Fuels under investigation were furniture pellets and willow wood.
Modeling shows that reburning efficiency increases when N-agent is injected into
reburning or OFA zones, or co-injected with OFA. The kinetic model trends qualitatively
agree with experimental data for a wide range of initial conditions and thus can be used for
process optimization.

No patentable subject matter is disclosed in the report.
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1.0 Introduction

This report describes ongoing efforts to model biomass reburning. Current work
concentrates on Advanced Reburning (AR) process and is based on previous work
(Zamansky et al., 1998a,b,c) that describes basic reburning process while firing biomass.
Advanced Reburning process includes injection of N-agent and promoter into reburning
(AR-Rich) or overfire zones (reburning + SNCR) of the utility boiler. N-agent and
promoter can be also co-injected with overfire air (AR-Lean).

Experimental data used for comparison with modeling were obtained within the
framework of the Phase II SBIR project “Advanced Biomass Reburning for High
Efficiency NOx Control” sponsored by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

2.0 Modeling of Advanced Reburning Process

The kinetic model includes 447 reactions of 65 C-H-O-N chemical species
(Glarborg et al. 1998) and 23 reactions of 4 Na-containing species (Zamansky et al.
1998d). Since the adopted kinetic mechanism extends to only C1 and C2 hydrocarbons,
biomass was represented by a mixture of decomposition products, thus assuming rapid
breakdown of the fuel. The fuel oxygen was assumed to form CO in the substoichiometric
environment. The remaining hydrocarbon component was represented by a mixture of
C2H6, C2H4 and C2H2. Fuel-N was represented as HCN. The modeling work was focused
on two biomass fuels believed to be most promising for commercial application, i.e.
furniture pellets and willow wood. The composition of decomposition products
corresponds to the biomass ultimate analysis and is shown in Table I.

Table I. Biomass decomposition products assumed in modeling.
Component Furniture pellets (%) Willow wood (%)

CO 68.76 74.8
C2H6 27.40 –
C2H4 2.60 15.0
C2H2 – 9.0
HCN 1.10 1.2
NaOH 0.14 –

The EER chemical kinetic code ODF, for “One Dimensional Flame” (Kau and
Tyson 1987) was employed to model experimental data. ODF treats a system as a series of
one-dimensional reactors. Each reactor may be perfectly mixed (well-stirred) or unmixed
(plug flow). Each ODF reactor may be assigned a variety of thermodynamic characteristics,
including adiabatic, isothermal, or specified profiles of temperature or heat flux, and/or
pressure. Process streams may be added over any interval of the plug flow reactor, with
arbitrary mixing profiles along the reactor length. The flexibility in model setup allows for
many different chemical processes to be simulated under a wide variety of mixing
conditions.

The reburning process was treated as series of five reactors. Each reactor described
one of the physical and chemical processes occurring in a boiler: addition of the reburning
fuel, NOx reduction as a result of the reaction with the reburning fuel, addition of overfire
air (OFA), and oxidation of partially oxidized products. Fifth reactor described addition of
N-agent and promoter.

For the reburning fuel jet, the mixing time was adopted to be 200 ms for both
biomass fuels. For the overfire air and N-agent jets, the mixing time was assumed to be
100 ms.
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Current model takes into account mixture stratification in the reburning zone, or
existence of local fuel rich zones in which concentration of fuel is higher than average.
Mixture stratification is an important factor that affects efficiency of the reburning process
(Zamansky et al 1998c).

Three AR processes investigated were: AR-Lean, AR-Rich, and reburning +
SNCR. With AR-Lean the nitrogen agent (urea) is co-injected along with the secondary air.
With AR-Rich the nitrogen agent is injected into fuel-rich reburning zone. With reburning +
SNCR the nitrogen agent is injected downstream of the OFA.

Initial concentration of NO in flue gas was 416 ppm, reburning fuel was injected at
1700 K. Modeling was done assuming that natural gas was the main fuel, while most
experimental data available for comparison were obtained for Illinois coal as the main fuel.
Difference in main fuels accounts for some disagreements between
modeling predictions and experimental data (see Figures below).

2.1 Modeling of AR-Lean Process
Comparison of modeling predictions and experimental data on AR-Lean process is

shown in Figs. 1-4. The Figures compare promotional effects (above baseline reburning)
achieved via injection of N-agent and sodium under different process conditions. Both
furniture pellets and willow wood were investigated. Parameters under investigation
included urea injection temperature, Nitrogen Stoichiometric Ratio ([Urea]/NO), and
sodium promoter concentration.

Figure 1 shows effect of N-agent and OFA injection temperature on NO reduction.
Promotional effect is defined as difference in NO reduction between AR-Lean and basic
reburning processes. Without urea, variation of OFA injection temperature has small effect
on NO reduction. When urea is co-injected with OFA, NO reduction is more significant
and increases as injection temperature decreases. This observation can be explained by
changing main pathways by which NH2 radicals generated by urea react with flue gas. At
high temperatures they are mostly oxidized to NO. At low temperatures NH2 radicals react
with NO and reduce it to N2.

Willow wood shows similar trends in AR-Lean process (Fig. 2): urea co-injection
with OFA increases efficiency of NO reduction.
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Figure 1. Comparison of modeling predictions with experimental data for AR-Lean
process. Reburning fuel is furniture pellets. NSR = 0.75.
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Figure 2. Comparison of modeling predictions with experimental data for willow wood.
Urea is co-injected with OFA (AR-Lean). NSR = 0.75.

Figure 3 shows the effect of NSR on NO reduction. NO reduction increases with
increasing NSR. Modeling shows that relative promotion effect of the N-agent on NO
reduction decreases as the amount of N-agent increases. This observation can be explained
by the fact that as amount of N-agent increases, relative contribution of urea to NO
production due to urea oxidation also increases and outweighs the benefit of NO reduction
by urea.

Addition of sodium promoter in modeling practically does not affect NO reduction
(Fig. 4). This result is in contradiction with experimental data that show significant increase
in NO reduction as the amount of sodium promoter increases. This observation can be
explained by incompleteness of the Na kinetic submodel. Indeed, it was observed
(Zamansky et al. 1998d) that at temperatures higher than 1250 K modeling underpredicts
the effect of sodium promoter on SNCR process. Since kinetic mechanism of promoter
influence in SNCR process is similar in nature to that in AR-Lean process, disagreement
between modeling and experimental data in Fig. 4 is not a surprise. The kinetic model have
to be improved to give a closer description of the experiments.

Since most important Na reactions in the Na kinetic mechanism already have rate
coefficient values close to the gas kinetic limit, further increase in the predicted promotional
effect can not be achieved simply by varying rate coefficient expressions for sodium
reactions; rather reactions that involve new Na species have to be suggested. It will require
introduction of new species currently not present in the model, for example NaH.
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Figure 3. Effect of NSR on NO reduction in Ar-Lean. Reburning fuel is willow wood.
Urea and OFA are injected at 1310 K.
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Figure 4. Effect of sodium promoter addition on NO reduction in AR-Lean. Urea and
Na2CO3 are coinjected with OFA at 1310 K. Reburning fuel is furniture pellets. NSR =

1.0.

2.2 Modeling of AR-Rich Process
Modeling shows (and supported by experimental data) that injection of urea into the

reburning zone results in an increase of NO reduction. Performance is slightly better at
lower injection temperatures (Fig. 5). Promotional effect of urea addition into the reburning
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zone on NO reduction is explained by reactions on NH2 radicals generated by urea
decomposition with NO:

NH2 + NO → N2 + H2O

NH2 + NO → NNH + OH

Mixture in the reburning zone is fuel-rich. However, some amount of oxygen is still
present in flue gas since mixing of the reburning fuel with flue gas is not ideal and results
in formation of areas with higher than average concentrations of O2. Injection of urea at
higher temperatures (i.e. at higher local O2 concentration) results in partial oxidation of N-
agent and decreases the efficiency of the process. Injection of urea at lower temperatures
provides longer time available for mixing of the reburning fuel with flue gas and thus
results in lower local O2 concentration. This process is well described by the model.
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Figure 5. Comparison of modeling predictions (lines) with experimental data (symbols)
for AR-Rich process. Reburning fuel is furniture pellets. NSR = 1.0. OFA is injected at

1310 K.

An increase in the amount of N-agent results in an increase of NO reduction (Fig.
6) both for furniture pellets and willow wood. Modeling shows that willow wood is more
efficient reburning fuel in AR-Rich than furniture pellets. This observation is explained by
difference in Na content of reburning fuels (see Table I).

Modeling overpredicts the effect of urea addition in AR-Rich on NO reduction. This
observation can be explained by uncertainties of the mixing process in experiments and
difficulties to describe it adequately in modeling.
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Figure 6. Effect of NSR on NO reduction in AR-Rich. Lines represent calculations,
symbols experiments. Solid line and open symbols correspond to furniture pellets, dashed
line and closed symbols correspond to willow wood. Urea injection temperature is 1370 K,

OFA is injected at 1310 K.

2.3 Modeling of Reburning + SNCR Process
This process represents synergistic combination of two well-established industrial

NOx control methods: reburning and injection of N-agent (SNCR). The mixture injected
into the SNCR zone in SNCR stand alone application react with flue gas which is rich in
oxygen, while in the reburning + SNCR process flue gas entering SNCR zone has low O2
and high CO content. These differences (along with others) account for higher efficiency of
NO reduction in the combined reburning + SNCR process in comparison with that of
reburning and SNCR-stand alone.

Figure 7 shows that injection of N-agent in the OFA zone results in an increase of
NO reduction. Efficiency of this process increases as the amount of N-agent increases and
reaches 80% NO reduction at NSR = 1.4. In agreement with experiments, modeling shows
that furniture pellets have slightly better performance in the reburning + SNCR process
than willow wood.

3.0 Conclusions

Conclusions derived from modeling of advanced biomass reburning are as follows:
•  The developed kinetic model of advanced biomass reburning correctly represents

the major trends observed in experiments for a wide range of initial conditions.
•  Modeling shows that reburning efficiency increases when N-Agent is injected into

reburning or OFA zones, or co-injected with OFA.
•  There are significant deviations between modeling predictions and experimental

results on NO reduction in Ar-Lean process.
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Figure 7. Comparison of modeling predictions with experimental data for reburning +
SNCR. Lines represent calculations, symbols experimental data. Solid line and open

symbols correspond to furniture pellets, dashed line and closed symbols correspond to
willow wood. OFA is injected at 1450 K, urea at 1310 K.

4.0 Future Work

During the next quarter, FETC R&D personnel will work on Task #2 CFD
Modeling, Task #4  Biomass Preparation Economics, and Task #5 Evaluation of Slagging
and Fouling. Future modeling work will include modification of Na chemistry to improve
agreement with experimental data in AR-Lean process and more detail modeling study on
the influence of urea mixing with flue gas on NO reduction. The later will include
determination of the effect of the mixing time on modeling predictions and introduction of
the model of inverse mixing of urea with flue gas.
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